German for adults

Your teacher focuses on you alone
Age group

17 years and older

Course content

General German | Specialized German

Course locations

Berlin | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Course duration

on request

Course dates

year-round

Course levels

all levels | also beginners

Lessons

2 lessons per week and more

Accommodation

family | youth hotel | private room

In this type of language training the instruction is determined
by your individual pre-knowledge and the language goals you
want to reach. Your teacher will arrange the instruction completely according the content you have decided on: What are
the linguistic terms for discussion or describing a graph? You can
book individual instruction in addition to the 3 group courses
Standard, Intensive and Premium. Furthermore you can decide
how many individual lessons you want to study with a private
teacher – however, you should take at least 2 units per week.
If you decide against group instruction and for studying exclusively with a private teacher, you’ll have to register for at least
20 units per week.

Included in the price
Let’s be egoistic! At least if you’re interested to learn German
perfectly and as quickly as possible… If you want to study Ger
man very intensively and if flexibility is important for you, you
should study one-to-one – with a teacher who takes care of

One-to-One Courses

Individual tuition

Personal assessment interview
Individual tuition with no. of lessons as booked
Use of personal teaching materials on request

your personal needs. If you decide for this type of language

2 activities per week (admission and fare not incl.)

training, you will not have to share – your teacher is only focus

Weekend excursions (admission and fare not incl.)

ing on you and your learning progress…at any time! You didn’t

Progression report (upon request)

understand an explanation? No problem – you can go over this

German for adults

Placement test at beginning of course

once again…as often as you want!

My teacher is 				
			super friendly and
speaks only
		 German with me
Sergey Karpov, 19, from Russia

Study German at your own rhythm
You want to decide individually both on topics and pace of the
instruction? You want to reach a certain goal and you want to
study German successfully? In this case we recommend you to
take several lessons of individual instruction in addition to your
group course. Because regardless whether you have decided
for a Standard, Intensive or Premium Course… only individual
instruction can guarantee that your teacher is focusing on your
specific needs and problems. You still got a question concerning a topic that was already discussed in the classroom? Well,
let’s get started! Your teacher will explain everything to you!
Because here you’ve got plenty of time to speak about everything in detail and to work according to your own rhythm.

